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KNOCK LIMITS OF AVIATION FUELS
By Leonard K. Tower and Henry ‘E.Alquist
A methcd of relating the
limited charge flow and power
SUMMARY
effects of fuel-air ratio on the knock-
of a supercharged engine with those of
compression ratio and inlet-air temperature is presented. These
variables are co-rrelatedby means of a relation between knock-
Mmited end-gas density and end-gas temperature calculated from
engine-inlet conditions at incipient knock. Knock data obtained
in a CFR engine over a wide range of conditions were correlated
for the following eight fuels: 28-R fuel, aviation alkylate,
S reference fuel, diisopropyl, triptane, cyclohexane, cyclopentane,
and triptene. Charts are also presented by means of which knock-
limited charge flow and indicated mean effective pressure may be
determined for a fuel when its correlation curve is known.
When knock-limited charge flow calculated from the corre-
lation curves was compared with experimentallydetermined charge
flow for each fuel over many conditions, the smallest mean error
was 2.7 percent for 28-R fuel and the largest mean error was 8.6
percent for triplane. The mean error in calculated charge-flow
for
5.0
all the fuels at all the operating conditions,investigatedwas
percent.
INTRODUCTION
The complete evaluation of the knock-limited performance of
a fuel in a spark-ignition engine requires knowledge of the effects
of many variables such as fuel-air ratio, compression ratio, inlet-
air temperature, spark advance, and engine speed. If a Correlation
could be obtained among some of-these variables, t“heamount of data
required for a comprehensive evaluation of performancewould be
gr;atly reduced. tie knock-limited perform&ce could be
over a considerable range of operating conditions from a
amount of engine data.
predicted
limited
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In references 1 and 2, it is shown that knock-limited perform-
ance data for changes in compression ratio and inlet-air temperature
can be correlated by means of knock-limited end-g% density and end-
ges temperature. The end-gas conditions for the data of reference 1
were calculated from the ideal gas laws using inlet-air pres-”
sure, inlet-air temperature, and compression ratio. The end-gas .
density and temperature of reference 2 were calculated by using
the cylinder gas pressure shortly after the start of compression, s
the cylinder gas pressure just prior to knock (as measured by an
engine indicator),the cylinder volumes at these points in the
cycle, and the quantity of air, fuel, and residuals present in the
cylinder. Other variables such as fuel-air ratio Were not, however,
correlated with compression ratio or inlet-air temperature by the
methods presented in reference 1 and reference 2.
A satisfactory and simpler method of correlating the effects
of compression ratio end inlet-air temperattie on the knock-
Mnited performance of a fuel in an engine is described in refer-
ence 3. The knock-limited compression-airdensity is plotted
against the compression-airtemperature calculated by adiabatic-
compressionfoYmulas from the intake conditions. Once the corre-
lation has been obtained for a given fuel in an engine, the knock-
limited indicatedmean effective pressure of the same fuel in the
same engine at any condition of inlet-air temperature end com-
pression ratio can readily be determined. Furthermore, data at
only a few compression ratios or inlet-air temperatures are needed
to establish the correlation. Inasmuch as fuel-air ratio wes not
included in the correlation, a separate correlationwas necessary
for each fuel-air ratio. Spark advance and engine speed were not
varied in this investigation.
An investigationwas conducted at the lVACALewis laboratory
to detemdne if the effects of fuel-air ratio on the knock-limited
charge flow of a supercharged.’enginecould be included in a corre-
lation with those of compression ratio and inlet-air temperature,
thereby reducing the data required to evaluate the performance of
a fuel. Data for eight fuels obtained on a CFR engine and covering
a wide range of fuel-air ratios, compression ratios, and inlet-air
temperatures are used to establish such a correlation. A single
relation for each fuel is made between knock-limited end-gas
density and end-gas temperature, calculated from inlet conditions,
for variations in fuel-air ratio, compression ratio, and inlet-air
temperature. Variation in fuel-air ratio is assumed to have an
effect on cylinder combustion temperature,which is expressed as a
function of fuel-air ratio. Amethai for determining this function
of fuel-air ratio for each fuel from engine data is presented.
. /
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AITJiRA!ms
P
Engine. - The principal data presented were obtained with a
supercharged Cl?Rengine. The engine was equipped.with an aluminum
piston, a sodium-cooled exhaust valve, and a cylinder having four
holes. In order to improve cyclic reproducibility, a 180° shrouded
intake valve was used. A variation of speed of + 1.3 percent
occurred because the dynamometer was not speed-compensated for
changes in loed. A schematic diagram of”the cylinder showing the
location of the sparkplugs, the knock pickup, and the position of
the shroud is presented in figure 1.
Ignition system. - The sparking voltage was supplied to each
of two spark plugs by separate spark ,coilA. Spark advance was
manually controlled.
Air system. - A schematic diagram of the air system is shown
infigizre 2. Air at a pressure of,llO”~ounds per squ=e inch was
supplied from the laboratory system to regulator A, which was capa- -
ble of holding the pressure to within 0.1 inch of mercury of the
desired pressure. The rate of air flow was determined by a sqxxre-
edge orifice D. The static pressure at the orifice was measured by “
mercury manometer G and the differential pressure at the orifice ,
was meaaured by a water manometer K. The air temperature wes
measured by thermocouples C.
The air passdb from the measuring orifice to & electric air
heater E; the heater current”wasmanually regulated> In addition,
the air temperature wes controlled by a butterfly valve on the
heater intake, which varied the amount of air that was allowed
through the heating elements of the heater. From the heater, the
air wes tangentially directed into a surge tank F, which ww
attached to the inlet manifold J. The-engine inlet-air tempera-
ture was measured at the outlet of the surge tank;
The engine efiausted through a 10-foot length of 2-inch piye
into the laboratory exhaust trench. A draft fan held the exhaust-
trench pressure about 2 inches of water below atmospheric pressure.
t Fuel system. - A schematic diagram of the fuel system is ~r~-
sented in figure
that weighed out
number of engine
the engine. The
the two solenoid
of a balance and
3. An automatic fuel-measuring systemw~ used
fuel to the engine and recorded the time and the
revolutions during which the fuel was consumed by
components of this system, shown in figure 3J are
valves C and the fuel-weighing stand 139consisting
abeaker. The system automatically refilled the
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beaker after the meesured amount of fuel had been supplied to the
engine. For control purposes, the rate of fuel flow was indicated
ly rotemeter D. After passing through the rotsmeter} the fuel wss
circulated through a single-cylinderhigh-pressure inj6ction pump H
by a small centrifugal circulating pump K. The fuel pressure
from the centrifugal pump was maintained at 10 pounds per square
inch by the ~ressure-reliefvalve G. A fuel cooler J in the cir-
culating system removed heat generated by the injection pump. The
fuel was injected into the intake mentiold parallel to the air
stream at a pressure of 1200 pounds per square inch. The time of
injectionwas 50° B.T.C. on the intake stroke.
Cooling system. - Two types of cooling system were used: an
evaporative system containing a mixture of ethylene glycol and
water or a system using water under pressure as”a coolant. In the
pressurized cooling system, a pump circulated the water through the s
Jacket and the heat exchanger; the desired coolant-outlet tempera-
ture was @intained by an automatic regulator, which controlled the
. amount of cooling water to the heat exchanger. In both the evapora-
tive system and the pressurized system, a coolant-outlet temperature
of 250° F wss maintained for all runs.
.
Oil-temperature control. - The oil temperature was maintained
manually at 145° ‘Ffor all determinations.
mock detection. -Knock was detected by a cathode-ray oscil-
loscope in conjunctionwith amagnetostriction internal pickup unit.
The leads from the magnetostriction pickup were connected to a 4000-
to 10,000-cycles-per-secondband-pass filter and then to the oscil-
loscope. Thusj only the pressure fluctuations due to gas vibrations
having frequencies in the’pass band were visible on the oscilloscope
screen.
Yower measurement. - Indicated mean.effective pressure was cal- .
culated from the sum of the brake and friction horsepowers. Friction
horsepower waa approximately detemnined by motoring the engine
immediately after taking each point.
In establishing the correlation among fuel-air ratio, compres-
sion ratio,,and inlet-air temperature based
end-gas densities and temperatures from the
following fuels were used:
.-
on the computation of
manifold condition, the
.
——.
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28-R fuel
Aviation alkylate
S reference fuel
Diisopropyl (2,3-dimethyl~ut~e)
Triptane (2,2,3-trtiethylbutane)
Cyclohexane .
Cyclopentane’
Triptene (2,2,3-trime*hyl-l-butene)
5
All fuels were lesded to 4 ml TEL per gallon except 28-R, specifics.- “
tions for which require 4.6 ml TEL per gallon.
.
THEORY
In order to correlate the effects of fuel-air ratio, compres-
sion ratio, and inlet-air temperature on the knock-limited ~ower,
the knock-limited end-gas density and end-gas temperature con-
ditions were employer. Amethod was devised for computing the end-
ges density and end-gas temperature from inlet-air temperature, .
compression ratio, fuel-air ratio, and knock-limited air+flow data.
All these items are usually obtained in the supercharged-engine
knock tests.
In the consideration of an ideal cycle for an engine condition
at which incipient knock occurs~ the cylinder contents, including
the portion known as the end gas, are-assumed to be compressed ~fa-
batically to top center. The.state of the mixture at top center is
then described by the compression charge density and compreseion-
air temperature:
w
Pc =v—
c ‘(1)
,.
Tc = To(r)‘-1
(All.symbols”are defined in Appendix A.)
(2)
. ... .. . . .—-.... . . --—- -- —–—-—, .---- —— -
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At top center, all of the mixlnzrewith ”theexception of the
minute portion of end gas is.assumed to burn at constant volume
with no transfer-of heat to or from the cylinder walls or to the
end gas and with no change in the mean molecular weight of the
cylinder contents. This coyibustioncauses en additional sdiabatic
compression of the end gas resulting in a further increase in tem-
perature and density.
The state of the gas in the cylinder at top center.before
burning is expressed by the equation for ideal @ses$
Pcvc = IIRTc (3)
The state of the gas in the cylinder at top center after burn-
ing is determined by
The cabining of equations (3)and (4) r&ults in
(5)
During constant-volumecombustion of the cylinder contents,
the small quantity of end gas is adiabatically compressed:
and
1
“g
% u‘k—= (7)Pc ~
The term “effective”has been applied to the knock-limited end-gas
temperature and density as calculated by this method because they
are bssed on an idealized air-cycle ahalysis end differ from the
true values. These-effective values are of interest principally
as a convenient device for correlating hock data.
In
N
12
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At a condition of incipient knock, the quantity of mixture
that is unburned,
Knock OCCUZW jU3t
contents and Pb
Thus,
comprisi& the e~ g&, is essumed to be small.
prior to the complete combustion of the cylinder
can be substituted for Yk in equation (6).
*
\()%)= ‘k (8)’ “1?c ~
Then, combining equations (5) and (8) yields
“\
y-l
[J
T
=T ‘b
‘k CT
(9)
however,
‘b =TC+AT (lo)
and therefore
y-1
AT y “
‘k = Tc ()1+~ (11)
In references 1 and 2, it is shown that knock-limited”perform-
~ ante data for changes in compression ratio and inlet-air tempera-
ture can be correlated by means of knock-limited end-gas density
and temperature. The assumption is made herein that a relation exists
between ‘effectiveend.-gesdensity and effecttve end-gas tempera-
ture for the incipient-lmoclrcondition, which includes the effects
of variations of fuel-air ratio, compression ratio, and inlet-air
temperature:
pk= Fl(Tk) (12)
The validity of the assumption is checked by determining the
accuracy of correlation obtained by the relation resulting from
this assumption.
,.
.- ..——. -z ..—..-....—+.— — .. .—.——.——.—. –—–-——
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Equations (7) end (.12)mey then be combined:
(13)
then
Pc F1 (%)
—= —
1 1
(14)
A function of Tk
another function of Tk
*“ *
Tc Tk
1
divided by Tk 7-1, however, becomes merely
Pc
— = F2(Tk)1 (15)
z
Tc
1
For convenience,the.quantity Pc/Tc~ will be substituted by
the term Z. Replacing Tk in e&ation (15) by it= equivalent in
equation (11) gives
7-1
z
[( 1
=F2Tcl-+g 7
Tc
(16)
The tez% AT, the constant-volumetemperature rise due to
burning of the mixture, is dependent upon many factors, such as
fuel-air ratio and the pressure and the temperature of the mixture
before burning. The tiock-limited data that were to be correlated
involved awide range of compression-air temperatures, densities,
and fuel-air ratios with corres~onding variation in the tempera-
ture rise due to constant-volumecombustion. Because fuel-air ratio
is the most important factor affecting AT, as afirst approxi-
mation, AT waa considered to be a f~ction of fuel-air ratio
alone. At some reference fuel-air ratio, the temperature rise can
be taken es a constant. The reference fuel-air ratio used herein
was chosen es 0.08. From thermodynamic charts of reference 4, a
.—
.—
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value of 4040° F was chosen as a constant-volume combustion-
temperature rise representative of the wide range of engine
ditions that were to be correlated. At any fuel-air ratio,
constant-volumetem~erature rise due to combustion becomes
AT = ,4040F3(f)
This value for AT can
z = F2
con-
the
(17)
thenbe substituted in equation (16):
{TJ+:r(f)]7’18)
The method of determining F3(f) from equation (18) and the engine-
knock data is discussed and illustrated in RESULTS AND DISCUSSION.
IY’omequations (1), (2), (7), (11), and (17), the following
expressions may be written for the knock-limited effective end-gas
temperature and density:
1
L)‘k x~k=~—Vcr T
(19)
(20)
When the function F3,(f) is known, the end-gas conditions Tk and
~k may be COIQUted fI?ODIeQU3%iOIIS(19) W (20) by use Of the engine
data for inlet-air temperature, compression ratio, fuel-air ratio,
and air flow obta~ed at incipient-knock conditions. These values
of Pk are plotted against Tk for runs in which To, r, and f
are varied. E? a single c-e is obtained, regardless of whether
T@ rY or f are veried, the method described will be considered
useful in knock~ata correlation.
-.. -- ——- —..- . . . . .._
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RESULTS AND D18CU8SION
a
~Determination of F3(f). - Values of Z for variation in fuel-
air ratio, compression ratio, and inlet-air temperature are plotted
against compression-airtemperature in figure 4 for 28-R fuel
data obtained-on a CFR engine. The values of Z were computed from
1
1-
~’ and a Comtant y of 1.4 was used. The effect of thePc/Tc y
vaporization of the injected fuel in the manifold and cylinder on
Tc was disregded. The data covered a range of compression ratios
from 5 to 10 a% a constant inlet-air ternerature of 250° F and a
range of inlet-air temperatures from 100~ to 350° F at a compression
ratio of 8. At each of these conditions the fuel-air ratio was
varied between 0.060 and O.110. A constant sp=k edvance.of
30° B.T.C., a“coohnt temperature of 250° 3’,and an engine speed
of 1800 rpm were maintained in all cases. Curves are faired through
all data points having the same fuel-air ratio.
TY the quantity Z is arbitrarily held constant, as shown by
the horizontal line on figure 4, a single value of compression-afr
temperature is determined for each-fuel-air ratio. For constant Z,
the term inbraces on the right of equation (18) is constant ‘
regardless
written:
Tc
of fuel-air ratios and the following equation may be
7-1 7-1
m 1
T
~+4040F3(f) 7 =; 0081+
(
4040
\ (21)c> “ m
L “xc J / ‘c,O.08]
The left side of equation” pertains to any fuel-air.ratio,
whereas the right side concerns a fuel-air ratio of 0.08, where the
function of fuel-air ratio has been taken as unity. The value of
Tc a% each fuel-air ratio to be used in solving equation (21) for
l?3(f) may be reed from figure 4 along the horizontal line of
constant z.
In fi&rre 4, the value of Z for the computationof F3(f)” is
chosen to give about the same number of data points on either side
of this value. The effect of the choice made for constant Z on
the correlation being developed will be subsequently discussed.
The variation of the function of fuel-air ratio with fuel=air
ratio was determined in the same manner from knock-limited data
for seven other fuels tested In a Cm engine. The following fuels
,
—
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were used: aviation alkylate, S reference fuel, diisopropyl, tri@ane,
cyclohexane, cyclopentane, and triptene. All these fuels were
leaded to 4 ml TEL Ter gallon. The data for these fuels were
obtained over approximately the same range of conditions as for
28-R fuel. Compression-airdensity and temperature calculations
for these data and for 28-R fuel are reported in reference 5.
In figure 5, the functions of fuel-air ratio are plotted
against fuel-air ratio for all the fuels, including 28-R fuel.
A line has been drawn through the mean of the data. The function
of fuel-air ratio may be expected to differ among various fuels;
therefore, the use of the function of fuel-air ratio determined
for each fuel in a particular engine is advocated when correlating
the data for that fuel. When the curve of the function of fuel-air
ratio against the fuel-air ratio is unavailable for a fuel, the
mean curve, plotted through the data in figure 5, may be used as
an approximation. The relative accuracies involved in using the
mean curve and the individual curve of the function of fuel-air ‘-
ratio to correlate the data for a given fuel will be subsequently
considered.
Presentation and comparison of correlations. - Knock-limited
effective end-gas density and.temperaturewere calculated for all
the knock-limited data of the eight fuels. The individual values
of the function-of fuel-air ratio F3(f) (fig. 5) ‘foreach.fuel ‘
were employed in making the calculations and the values of Tk
and f)k were computed from equations (19) and (20). In equation
(20), residuals were disregarded in calculating W the weight
of cylinder contentw per cycle. The correlations are shown in
figure 6. The data obtainedwhen the inlet-air temperature was .
varied are shown by the plain points; whereas the tailed points
denote variation of compression ratio. The range of the compres-
sion ratio was from 5 to 10, the inlet-air temperature from 100°
to 3500F, and the fuel-air ratio from approximately 0.060 to 0.110.
. .
One of the checks of the correlationwae determined by how well the
plain and tailed points fell along a single curve. “Because of the
great number of points on each plot, only fuel-air ratio was identi-
fied for each point. The correlations on the basis of knock-
limited effective end-gas density and knock-limited effective end-
gas temperaturewere good for”all of the fuele.with the exception
of the low end-gas temperature region of triptane. The correlation
for triptane at high knock-limited effective end-gas temperatures
was good but at low knock-limited effective end-gas temperatures
considerable scatter occurred. The data at the low knock-limited
. . . ... . .. .: . ..-..—— ———. .. . .....——- ..— .—. _ _-=.. __ .- ... ..--—-——— --——
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effective end-ges temperatureswere largely ~reignition-limited
ratlnerthan knock-limited;hence, good correlation could not he
expected.
Unpublished data were available for the petiormance of 28-R fuel
in an air-cooled full-scale cylinder at compression ratios of 6.7, -
7.4, ~d 8.0, i~et-air temperatures of 150, 200, 250, and 3000 F,
and over a range of fuel-air ratios from 0.06 to 0.10. The corre-
lation on the besis of knock-limited effective end-gas density and
knock-limited effective end-gas temperature for the full-scale
cylinder is shown in figure 7. For comparison, the faired curve
from the correlationfor 28-R fuel on the CFR engine-given in
figure 6 (a) is repeated in figure 7. Exact agreement of the per-
formance of the two cylinders could not be expected because of
differences in cylinder size, cooling, and valve overlap. The
function of fuel-air ratio determined for 28-R fuel in the full-
scale single cylinder was within 6 percent of that for 28-R fuel
in the (X!Rcylinder at all fuel-air ratios except 0.06, where the
deviation-was 20 percent. This correlation suggests the possibility
that the function of fuel-air ratio for a fuel,as determined in one
engine, may apply to the same fuel in otlnerengines for richer-than-
stoichiometricmixtures. Amore thorough check is necessary, how- .
ever, before such a conclusion can be made.
The faired curves for the eight fuels tested in the CFR engine
are replotted in figure 8; tilepoints are omitted. At mild opera-
-tingconditions, as indicated by low knock-limited effective end-
gas temperatures,there is a Ierge difference in the bock-limited
performance of the different fuels. At tinesevere conditions, the
differences are small but significant. The fuels that are best at
mild conditions tend to have steeper slopes and their advantage
over the other fuels tends to decresae upon approaching more severe
conditions, represented by higher knock-limited effective end-gas.
temperatures.
Method of comparing knock-limited charge flows at various
conditions from correlation curves. - Amethod of.compering
knock-limited charge flti W at ~“ desired inlet condition, for
fuels whose curves of knock-limited effective end-gas density
plotted against knock-limited effective end-gas temperature are
known, is presented in figure 9. For clarity, only the knock-
limited curves for 28-R fuel, diisopropyl, and triptane, obtained
from figures 6(a), 6(d), and 6(e), respectively, me replotted in
figure 9.
—— —— —. — .-
.-
1
L.
From equations (1) and (2)~ W/Vt(To)7-1, appearing as part3
L
of equation (22), is e&ivalent to pc/Tcy-l, which has been defined
as z. In the folluwing discussion, however, Z ~~illnot be sub-
1
stituted for W/Vt(To)7-1 because the terms comprising this factor
are
r
F
, Pco
N
CJl
,.
r
..
.
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From equation (20) and the relation
Vcr = Vt
the following equation may be written: l
.
pk = (22)
—
emphasized.
1.
Lines of constant W/Vt(TO)Y-l, computed from equation (22),
shown superimposed on the curves of knock-limited effective end-are
gas density plotted against knock-limited effective end-ges temp&a-
ture in figure 9. Lines of knock-limited effective end-gas tempera-
ture Tk plotted against compression-air temperattie To(r)y-1 for
constant values of F3(f) from 0.5 to 1.4, computed from equa-
tion (19), are also shown in figure 9.
In order to compare the knock-limited‘chargeflows of the fuels
at any condition of inlet-air temperature, compression ratio, and
fuel-air ratio, the compression-ah
computed. For the exemple shown in
of 8.7 and an inlet-air temperature.
gives a compression-airtemperature
dashed horizontal line.
temperature To-(r]7-1 is first
figure 9, a compression ratio
of 250° F were chosen, which
of 1688° R, as indicated by the
14 fiACATN 2066
From figure 5, F3’(f) C= be resd for the fuel-air ratio
desired. Either the mean value of F3(f) represented by the line
or the individual value for each fuel sham by the data points can
be used. The use of the individual value is, however, more accurate.
For the exemple presented, the mean value of. F3(f) at a fuel-air
ratio of 0.11 wss found to be 0.688 from figure 5. A knock-limited
effective end-gas temperature of 2230° R is found in figure 9 by
proce&ding horizontally at 1688° R and interpolatingbetween values
of F3(f) equal to 0.6 and 0.7. At a knock-limited effectiveaend-
-L
gas temperature of 22300R, the following values of W/Vt(To)y-l
are found at the intersectionwith the knock-correlation curves of
the several fuels: -12 -1228-R fuel, 3.3 x 10 ; diisopropyl, 5.2 X 10 ;
-12
triptane, 12.4 x 10 . Because compression ratio r, displacement
volume Vt, and inlet-air temperature To are held constant, the
knock-limited charge flows W for the se~ral fuels axe then in
the s~e ratio as the values ofW/Vt(To)y-l. Likewise, the knock-
limited inlet manifold pressure, which is nearly proportional to
the knock-limited charge flow, is approximately in the same ratio
-1
* for the several fuels.as the values of W/Vt(To)
Determination of indicated mean effective pressure. - If the
1
indicat@,specific fuel consum~tionand the value of W/Vt(To)y-l
are k&wn for a fuel at some desired condition, the indicated mean
effective pressure can be calculated. The equation, developed in
appendix B, is
.[1. -Liniep= 2.376 X107 w ~ (To)xrfl —— (23)~ .l+fisfc~Vt(To)
In order to simplify the computation of indicated mean effective
1
~’
pressure from values of W/Vt(To) read from figure 9, a chart
based on equation (23) is presented in figure 10. Use of this chart
is illustratedby computing the indicated mean effective pressure
c
“
‘
.—-— — . . ..— ————
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of diisopropyl
.
15
at a compression ratio of 8.7, an inlet-air tem~era-
ture of 2500-F, and a fuel-air ratio of 0.11; which are the co~-
ditions used for the example in figure 9.
1
The value of W/Vt(To) at this condition for diisop~opyl
was found to be 5.2 x 10-12. From the left of the chart (fig. 10)
1
at this ~alue of W/Vt(To)-, follow the compression ratio lines
until a compression ratio of 8.7 is reached. From this point, pro-
ceed horizontally across the chart to the inlet-air-temperature
line of 710° R (correspondingto 250°F) end then vertically upward
until the indicated-specific-fuel-consumptionline for this cond-
ition is reached. The indicated specific fuel consumption of
diisopropyl in a CFR engine at the stated conditions was found to
be 0.625 Tou.ndper horsepower-hour from previous runs (reference 5).
By proceeding horizontally from the indicated-specific-fuel-
consumption line to the.fuel-air-ratio line of 0.11, the indicated
mean effective pressure is found to be 300 pounds per square inch.
Accuracy of correlation. - The ei’rorOX the correlation method
was obtained by compring the value of the knock-limited chsrge .
flow computed from the correlation curve with the.va.lueobserveti
in.the engine runs for all the conditions and fuels investigated.
The end-gas density-temperature correlation curves for all the
fuels (fig. 6) were superimposed on figure 9. Individual values
of F3(f) for each fuel were used and the knock-limited charge
flows were determined from figure 9 for each fuel at fuel_-air
ratios of 0.06, 0.O7, 0.08, 0.09, 0.10, and 0.11 at each of the
six compression ratios and five inlet-air temperatures. These
values, in addition to the measured values of bock-limited charge
flow derived from the air-flow curves for the actual engine data,
are presented in table I. The percentage error
~oOcalculatedW - measured W
measured W
is tabulated without regard to sign and is averaged for each fuel.
Two averages are given for each fuel, representing data taken at a
v=iable inlet-air temperature or at a variable compression ratio.
In the case of triptane, no error is computed for data that fell
within the designated preignition zone of figure 6(e). The
inclusion of these data would penalize the correlation for the
tendency of the engine to run into preignition at high power levels.
. . -— --.— —____ -—.— .- . . . . ... . ._=-.-_—.. — — .—— - ~—-—— ..
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The smallest mean error in calculated &harge flow encountered
2.7 percent for S reference fuel under conditions of variable
iniet-air temperature. The greatest meanerrorwas 8.6 percent for
triptane under similar conditio~ of variable inlet-air temperature.
When _theerrors in calculated charge flow were averaged for all the
fuels at all the operating conditions,.the mean was found to be
5.0 percent. The mean error in calculated charge flow at conditions
of variable inlet-air temperature is less than the mean error at
variable compression ratio for all the fuels except triptane.
Effect of using mean F3(f) inplace of individual F3(f) on
correlation accuracy. - A’mean F3(f) determined in a given engine
for a n~ber of fuels might be used, as TreViOUSIY discuss~j in
establishing the end-gas temperature-density correlation for data
on a new fuel when the range of that data is insufficient to com-
pute the individual F3(f) for the fuel. Use of the mean F3(f)
in dete~ning the correlation curve for each fuel and in”computing
knock-limited charge flow from the correlation curve ?paybe an
additional source of error. Consequentlyj lmock-liqited charge “
flows were computed from the”correlation curves of figure 6 by use
of figure 9 and the mean curve of the function of fuel-air ratio
(fig. 5). The conditions for which the knock-limited charge flows
were determined were the same as those listed in table I. The
mean error in calculated charge flow using the mean F3(f) was then
found for each fuel at variable inlet-air temperature and at variable
compressionratio. These values are compared in table II with the
mean error in calculated charge flow using the individual F3(f)
values, taken from table I. The individual curve of F3(f)
resulted in the least error in all c=es excePt two, diisoProPYl at
variable compression ratio and cyclopentane at variable inlet-air
temperature. In some cases, the silditionalme~ error in cal-
culated charge flow caused by using mean F3(f) instead of indi-
vidual F3(f) is small. Triptane, however, shows a great incre~~
inmean.error resulting from its extreme sensitivityto change of
operating conditions. Because of the steep slope of’the corre-
lation curve for tripknej deviation of the itiividual value of
F3(f) fiomthe mean value of F3(f) at the lower fuel-air ratios
is responsible for a greater variation in calculated charge flow
than that obtained vhenthe same amount of deviation in F3(f)
occurs with a less-sensitivefuel-of luwer slope. Care must be
taken in applying this method of correlation to a very sensitive
fuel not only in the selection of F3(f) but also in the memwe-
ment of inlet-air temperate, compression ratio> a other v~l-
ables of operation.
._—.—
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A mean value of F3(f) for a nuniberof fuels in a given engine
may be used in computing data when an individual value of F3(f)
for a new fuel is unavailable. E known, however, the individual
curve of the function of fuel-air ratio for a fuel on a given engine
should be used in order to obtain the pest esttiateseof knock-
limited charge flow.
Effect of choice of Z on correlation. - The possibility has
been mentioned that the value of Z at which the function of fuel-
air ratio was calculated on”the charts where Z is plotted against
Tc (fig. 11) might influence.the correlations. ~onsequent~, cal-
culatione of the function of fuel-air ratio were made for diisopropyl
and triptene at values of Z other than those used in the corre-
lations presented in figures 6(d) and 6(h). fithe c~e of
diisopropyl, the functions of fuel-air ratio wed for the corre-
lation in figure 6(d) were determined at a value of 2 = 6 x 10-12.
Additional determinationswere then made at Z = 3.5 x 10-12 and
z= 11 x 10-12, as indicated on the plot of Z in figure n(a)”.
With diisopropyl, the functions of fuel-air ratio determined at the
lmy and high values of Z were expected to differ considerablyfor
the higher fuel-air ratios because of the great difference in the
values of T o,ll/Tc,ooo8- for the high end low values of Z.
c>
For triptene, the functions of fuel-air ratio used in the
correlation on figure 6(H) were determined at Z . 4 x 10-12 and
the additional calculationswere @e at Z . 2 x 10-12 and
Z = 6.5 X 10-12 (fig. n(b)). In &he case of triptene, the dM-
/T
‘erences ‘n ‘c,O.11 c,O.08 for the high and low values of Z
were much less tharlfOr diiSOprOpyl. Consequently, the choice of
Z in calculating the function of-fuel-air ratio for tiulptenewas
expected to have less effect on the function of fuel-air ratio than
it did in the case of diisopropyl.
Results of the computation of the function of fuel-air ratio
at three values of Z for diisopropyl and .tripteneere presented,
in table III. At a fuel-air ratio of 0.11, the functions of fuel-
O.irratio computed at different values of Z vary much less for
iriptene than for diisopropyl. The sap conclusion can be reached
concerning all the fuel-air ratios .above:O.08. At a fuel-air ratio
of 0.06, however, there i& less variation in the %nction of fuel-
air ratio with diisopropyl than with triptene.
In figures 12(a) and 12(b), curves of knock-limited effective
end-gas density plotted against tiock-limited effective end.gss tem-
perature for diisopropyl that are computed from the function of
..—...-.-.~. ...— .....— -.-—. — ._. _ ,---
- ——-—- —- ——.—....——.
_. _._ —.—.. ———.——. —.--—- ———
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.
fuel-air ratio for Z = 3.5 X 10-12 * z= 11 X1O-12,
respectively, are presented. Figures 13(a) and 13(b) present the
curves of knock-limited effective end-gas density plotted against
knock-limited effective end-gas temperature for triptene, computed
from the fun@ion of fuel-air ratio determined for Z = 2.0 x 10-12
and Z = 6.5 X10-12, respectively.
The curve for diisopropyl, based on the function of fuel-air
ratio at Z = 3.5 x 10-12, (fig. i2(a)), involves some scatter at
the low knock-limited effective end-gas temperatures. When the
function of fuel-air ratio is determined at a Z = 11 x 10-12,
however, the scatter at the low lmock-limits effective e~-g~
temperatures is reduced but there is an increase in tinescatter at
the higher knock-limited effective end-gas temperatures. Some
shifting also occurs in the position of the curve. These effects
are caused by the change in the function of fuel-air ratio with
change in Z that takes place at the rich fuel-air ratios with
diisopropyl. Comparison of figures 12(a) end 12(b) with figure 6(d)
(whichWaS obtained using an F3(f) curve based on Z = 6 X 10-12)
indicates that the use of the intermediate value of Z in determin-
ing F3(f) appears to give the best correlation.
The curves of knock-limited effective end-ges density plotted
against knock-liniitedeffective end”-gastemperature for triptene
(fig. 13(a) and 13(b)) calculated from the function of fuel-air
.
A
ratio at Z = 2.0 x 10-12 and Z = 6.5 x 10-123 are almost identi-
cal because of the small effect that change in Z has on the
function of fuel-air ratio for triptene.
The choice of Z can have an appreciable effect on both
the position and the shape of the cui’veof knock-limited effective
end-gas density plotted a-gains%knock-limited effective end-gas
temperature. Determination of the value of Z that gives the best
_ correlationfor each fuel would, however, involve too lengthy an
analysis to be Practicable. Hence, the procedure followed in
figure 4 of drawing the line of constant Z for the determination
of F3(f) so that an approximately equal number of points fall on
each side is recommended. This method is somewhat comparable to
choosing Z in the middle range of power levels encountered in
procuring the data.
.
.
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SUMMARY OF RESULTS
A method of correlating the knock-limited charge flow of an
engine with inlet-air tem~erature, compression ratio, and fuel-air
ratio wss developed and applied to knock data obtained in a super-
charged C!FRengine with the following fuels: 28-R fuel, aviation
alkylate, S reference fuel, diif30pr0~yl, triptane, cyclohexane,
cyclopentane, and triptene. A relation between knock-limited
effective end-gas density and end-gas temperaturecalculated from
inlet conditions was used to correlate these vmiables. The effect
of variation in fuel-air ratio on knock-limited effective end-gas
density and temperature was computed by using a function of fuel-
air ratio derived from engine data. Charts are included for determin-
ing knock-limihi charge ?1OW and indicated mean effective pressure
from correlation curves of the variation of knock-limited effective
end-gas density with knock-limited effective end-gas temperature.
When these curves of knock-limited effective end-gas density
with effective end-gas temperature were used to compute knock-
limited charge fluw for the eight fuels over a wide range of con-
ditions, good agreement waa obtained with expertiental values of
knock-limited charge flm.
The smallest mean error inknock-l~ted charge flow, by using
the function of fuel-air ratio individually detemined for each
fuel, wes 2.7 percent for S reference fuel under ”conditioneof vari-
able inlet-air temperature. The greatest meen error wi% the
individual function of fuel-air ratio was 8.6 percent for triptane
when inlet-air temperature was varied. The mesn error in calculated
charge flow for all the fuels at all the conditions was 5.0 percent.
When the mean value of the function of fuel-air ratio, determined
by averaging the individual function of fuel-air ratio for the eight
fuels, was used to compute the knock-limited charge flow, the mean
error”in knock-limited charge flow was higher in nearly all cases.
(This result signifies that the individual function of fuel-air ratio
should be used when possible.) Evidence was also presented that the
accuracy of the correlation can be effected by the manner in which
the engine data are wed to compute the function of fuel-alr ratio.
&
Lewis Flight l?ropulsionLaboratory,
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics,
Cleveland, Ohio, March 15, 1949.
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APPEMDIXA
SYMBOIS
fuel-air ratio
F2, F3 ‘functions.
moles of &s present in cylinder
pressure of burned mixture at toy center, lb/sq in.
compression pressurey lb/sq in.
effective epd-g= pressure at instant before knock,
lb/sq in.
universal ges const~t, 1545 ft-lb/(mol)(OF)
compression r“atio
. temperature of burned mixture at tQp center, oR
compression-ax temperattie, %
effective end-ges temperature at instant before knock, %
inlet-air temperature, OR
tem~erature rise of cylinder contents due to copstant-
volume burning, OF
clearance Volumey 13U h
displacement volume, cu ino
total cylinder volume with piston at bottom center,-
cu in.
hook-limited ch=ge flow) or wei@t of fuel and afi
tiaucted per cycle, lb/cycle
air flow, lb/cycle
.——— .- —— .—.— - ‘ .—.—.—
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fuel flow, lb/cycle
21
1
z
7
Pcj
Pk
y-lfactor replacing pc/Tc
ratio of specific heat at constant pressure to specific
heat at constant volume
compression charge density, lb/cu in.
effective end-gas density at instant before knock,
lb/cu in.
.
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CALCULATIONS
Derivation of the following equation
effective Qressure is given:
.
NACATN 2066
for iniiicatedmean
1
imep = 2.376 x 107 w
Lvt(To, )
(TO)Y-l & ~ ~ (23)
1 r-1 l+f isfc
q
The familiar expression for horsepower
where
P cylinder prOssure, lb/sq
1 piston stroke, ft
a“ piston area, sq ft
n intake or ftiing strokes
or for indicated horsepower
ihp
ft
0
per sec
. imep Td n
12 X550
The definition of indicat~ specific
3600 nWf
isfc =
ihp
is
(Al)
(A2)
Combining equations (&?) a@ (A3) gives
12 x3600 X 550Wf
imep =
Vd isfc
fuel consumption
(A3)
(A4)
—
. ——- -
..
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Multiplying by
imep =
.
.
.
“
(Wf + Wa)/(Wf + Wa) yields
12 x3600 X 550 (Wf +Wa) Wf
~d isfc Wf + Wa
Huwever, Vd = Vt (r-l)/r and Wf + Wa = W. .Therefore,
tiep = 2.376 x 107 W r f
isfc
.——
Vt r-1 l+f
where
f=s wa/wf
11
~~To~ gives
Multipl.yingby To
1
23
-(AS)
(A6)
imep = ~(To)* ~~~2.376 X107 w (23)
r-1 l+f isfc
Vt(To)
q
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TABLE II -’COMPARISON OF
FLOW CALCULATED
NACA TN 2066
. .
MEAN ERROR
USING MEAN
IN KNOCK-LIMITED
F3 (f) WITH
MEAN ERROR IN KNOCK-LIMITED CHARGE FLOW CALCULATED
USING INDIVIDUAL F3 (f’)
Mean error in calculated knock-limited
charge flow
(percent )
Fuel Variable inlet-air Variable compress ion
temperature ratio
\
~dividual Mean Individual Mean
F3(f ) F3(f ) F3(f ) F3(f )
28-R 3.5 4*2 406 5*5
Aviation
alkylat e 2.9 6.4 3*9 5*4
S reference 2.7 7.6 3.7 7.0
Diis opropyl 3.7 5.0 4.0 3.9
Tript ane 8.6 24,4 ‘ 6*6 ‘22s4
Cyclop ent ane 7.3 ‘ 7.2 7.5 8.6
Cyclohexane 5.1 7*4 7.2 9.0
Tript ene 600 8.5 602 6.6
v
— - ——-
——.
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TABLE III - VARIATION OF FUNCTION OF FUEL-AIR RATIO WITH
CHOICE OF Z FOR DIISOPROPYL AND TRIPTENE
Fuel
Diisopropyl
rriptene
z
3.5X1O-12
660
11.0 -
2.OX1O-12
4.0
605
Fuel-air ratio, f
0.06 0.07 0,08 06.9 ()*1() Oo11
Function of fuel-air ratio, F3 (f)
+4
--t-
1.050 le083
Oo976 1.090
1.000
1.000
10000
1.000
1.000
1.000
0,885
.892
l 933
0s862
l899
.865
0.790 0s690
.807 6732
l878 l 858
Oo752 0.644
.793 l675
*762 .661
.
c,
,,
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Figure”l.- Schematicdia~amofCFRcylindershowinglocationOf s~k @u@~ knock@k-
up,andpositionofshroudedintakevalve.
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Figure 2. - Schematicdiagram of air system.
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Figure 3. - Schematicdiagram of fuel system.
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Figure 6. - Variationof bock-limited effectiveend-gas densitywith
knock-limitedeffectiveend-gas temperaturefor changes in fuel-air
ratio, inlet-airtemperature,and compressionratio. Inlet-air
pressure varied to maintain incipientknock. (Datacalculatedfrom
reference5.) “
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Figure 6. - Continued. Variationof knock-lfiitedeffectiveend-gas
.,
densitywith knock-limitedeffectiveend-gas temperaturefor changes
in’fuel-airratio, inlet-airternerature,and compressionratio.
air pressure varied to maintain incipientknock. (Data calculatedklet- ~
from reference5.)
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Figure 6. - Continued. Variationof knock-limitedeffectiveend-gas
densit with knock-limitedeffectiveend-gas temperaturefor changes
Iin fue -air ratio, inlet-airtemperature,and compressionratio.
~let-air Pressure varied to mai.nta~ incipient@ock. (Data
calculatedfrom ’reference5.)
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Figure 6. - Continued. Variation of bock-limited effective end-gas
density with knock-limited effective end-gas temperature for changes
ti fuel-air ratio, inlet-air temperature, and compression ratio.
Inlet-air”pressure varied to maintain incipient knock. (Data
calculated from reference 5.)
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Figure 6. - Continued. Variation of knock-limited effective end-gas
density with knock-ltiited effective end-gas temperature for changes ‘
in fuel-ah ratio, inlet-air temperature, and compressio~D~:io.
Inlet-air pressure varied to maintain incipient knock.
calculated from reference 5.)’
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Figure 6. - Continued. Variation of hock-limited effective end-gas
density with knock-limited effective end-gas temperature for changes
in fuel-air ratio, inlet-ati temperatures and compressio~Dfl:io”
.
Inlet-air pressure varied to maintain incipient knock.
calculated from reference 5.)
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Figure 6. - Continued. Variation of knock-l~ited effective end-gas
density with hock-limited effective end-gas temperature for changes
in fuel-air ratio, inlet-air temperature, and compression ratio.
Inlet-air pressure varied to maintain incipient knock. (Data
calculated from reference 5;)
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Figure 6. - Concluded. Variation of knock-limited effective end-gas
density with knock-limited effective end-gas temperature for changes
in fuel-air ratio, inlet-air temperatwe~ and compressio~D:::io”
Inlet-air pressure varied to maintain incipient hock.
calculated from reference 5.)
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Figure 7. - Comparison of variation of knock-limited effective end-gas
density with knock-limited effective end-gas temperature for full-
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Figure 8. - Superposition of faired curves from figure 6 showing effect
of change in knock-limited effective end-gas temperature on knock-
limited effective end-gas density for eight fuels.
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igure 11. - Variation of Z with compression-airtemperature and fuel-air
ratio. Dashedlinesindicatethreevaluesor Z used to computefuel-air
ratiosfor demonstratingthe effectof choiceof Z on correlation. (Data
calculatedfrom reference5.]
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Figure 11. - Concluded. Variation of Z with compression-airtemperature and
fuel-air ratio. Dashed Mnes indicate three values of Z used to compute
fuel-air ratios for demonstrating the effect of choice of Z on correlation.
(Data calculated from reference 5.)
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Figure 12. - Effect of choice _of Z on variation of hock-limited
effective end-gas density with knock-limited effective end-gasdtemper-
ature for changes in fuel-air ratio, inlet-air temperature,
compression ratio for diisopropyl plus 4 ml TEL per gallon. Inlet-air
.
pressure varied to maintain incipient knock. (Data calculated from
reference 5.)
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Figure 12.
- Concluded. Effect of choice of Z on variation of
hock-limited effective end-gas density with knock-limited effective
end-gas temperature for changes in fuel-air ratio, inlet-air temper-
ature, and compression ratio for diisopropyl plus 4 ml TEL per gallon.
klet-air pressure varied to maintain incipient knock. (Data
calculated from reference 5.)
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Figure 13. - Effect of choice of Z on variation of knock-limited
effective end-gas density with knock-limited effective end-gas
temperature for changes in fuel-air ratio~ inlet-air temPerat~e~
and compressionratio for triptene plus 4 ml TEL per gallon.
Inlet-airpressure varied to maintain incipientknock. (Data
calculatedfrom reference 5.)
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Figure 13.
- Concluded. Effect of choice of’ Z on variation of-
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